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Abstract

Background: Sugarcane (Saccharum spp.) is one of the most important economic crops because of its high sugar
production and biofuel potential. Due to the high polyploid level and complex genome of sugarcane, it has been a
huge challenge to investigate genomic sequence variations, which are critical for identifying alleles contributing to
important agronomic traits. In order to mine the genetic variations in sugarcane, genotyping by sequencing (GBS),
was used to genotype 14 representative Saccharum complex accessions. GBS is a method to generate a large
number of markers, enabled by next generation sequencing (NGS) and the genome complexity reduction using
restriction enzymes.

Results: To use GBS for high throughput genotyping highly polyploid sugarcane, the GBS analysis pipelines in 14
Saccharum complex accessions were established by evaluating different alignment methods, sequence variants
callers, and sequence depth for single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) filtering. By using the established pipeline, a
total of 76,251 non-redundant SNPs, 5642 InDels, 6380 presence/absence variants (PAVs), and 826 copy number
variations (CNVs) were detected among the 14 accessions. In addition, non-reference based universal network
enabled analysis kit and Stacks de novo called 34,353 and 109,043 SNPs, respectively. In the 14 accessions, the
percentages of single dose SNPs ranged from 38.3% to 62.3% with an average of 49.6%, much more than the
portions of multiple dosage SNPs. Concordantly called SNPs were used to evaluate the phylogenetic relationship
among the 14 accessions. The results showed that the divergence time between the Erianthus genus and the
Saccharum genus was more than 10 million years ago (MYA). The Saccharum species separated from their common
ancestors ranging from 0.19 to 1.65 MYA.

Conclusions: The GBS pipelines including the reference sequences, alignment methods, sequence variant callers,
and sequence depth were recommended and discussed for the Saccharum complex and other related species. A
large number of sequence variations were discovered in the Saccharum complex, including SNPs, InDels, PAVs, and
CNVs. Genome-wide SNPs were further used to illustrate sequence features of polyploid species and demonstrated
the divergence of different species in the Saccharum complex. The results of this study showed that GBS was an
effective NGS-based method to discover genomic sequence variations in highly polyploid and heterozygous species.
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Background
Next generation sequencing (NGS) can generate millions
of sequencing reads in parallel in a single run, greatly
changing the landscape of genetics by determining the
genotypes of interest at an unimaginable speed [1]. The
efficiency of NGS has been further improved through
multiplex sequencing by tagging different DNA samples
using unique barcodes (short DNA sequences) [2]. NGS
has been widely used for whole genome sequencing and
re-sequencing to discover sequence variations, genetic
linkage analysis, quantitative trait loci (QTL) analysis,
and genome wide association study (GWAS) [3–5]. This
approach is suitable for species with a small genome,
but has been a challenge for sugarcane with an estimated
genome size up to 10 Gbp and a total of 100–130
chromosomes [6].
To capture genome-wide sequence variations and

developing genetic markers for species with complicated
genomes, it would be feasible to sequence a subset of
the genome after reduction of genome complexity.
Several methods that utilize NGS to detect sequence
variations by sequencing a subset of genomes have pre-
viously been discussed [7]. Among these methods, target
enrichment and restriction-enzyme-digestion methods
are efficient, powerful, and widely applied to produce a
representative subset of genomes for genome-wide
variation mining.
Target enrichment methods include polymerase chain

reaction (PCR)-based target amplification, capture-by-
circularization, and hybrid capture methods [8, 9]. In
these methods, primers or probes, designed according to
prior available reference sequences, were used to fish
out the target regions of interests or representative
genomic regions to narrow down or reduce the complex-
ity of the whole genome. Restriction-enzyme-digestion
methods include reduced-representation libraries (RRLs),
complexity reduction of polymorphic sequences (CRoPS),
restriction-site-associated DNA sequencing (RAD-seq),
multiplexed shotgun genotyping (MSG) and genotyping
by sequencing (GBS) [7].
GBS is a technology enabled by NGS and could reduce

genome complexity using restriction enzymes. Com-
pared to the target capture methods, GBS is easy, quick,
highly reproducible, and is able to detect genome-wide
sequence variations without depending on prior
sequence information [2]. GBS has been widely used for
marker detection, linkage mapping, QTL analysis,
GWAS, genomic selection and molecular breeding in
more than 300 species [2, 10–16].
Although these NGS-based methods are popular and

powerful, it is daunting to perform them for genetic
variation detection in sugarcane due to its large genome
size and high heterozygosity, which requires high
sequence coverage to resolving sequence variations with

different dosages. With continuing efforts from the
sugarcane research community, several projects were
reported by exploiting the advantages of NGS after
reducing genome complexity of sugarcane. For example,
in 2013, Bundock et al. had used probe hybridization
capture sequencing (HCS) to enrich sugarcane target re-
gions in comparison with the whole-genome shortgun
sequencing approach [17]. The results showed that the
enrichment of target regions through HCS was 10–11-
fold higher in sequence depth than the whole genome
sequencing approach. HCS was approved to be greatly
helpful for sequence variation detection by using NGS
reads from limit sequencing resource. Grativol et al.
(2014) applied methyl filtration with McrBC endonucle-
ase digestion to enrich gene-enrichment regions of the
sugarcane genome [18]. Compared to the unfiltered
method, the coverage on sorghum coding sequences
(CDS) was at least 36% higher with the methylation fil-
tration method, which covered 134 X of gene regions of
the monoploid sugarcane genome. Recently, HCS was
used in our laboratory to assay 12 representative sugar-
cane germplasm accessions, in which 55,946 probes
were designed to target a total of 6 Mb of the sugar-
cane genome, and approximately 1.2 million single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were detected sub-
sequently [19]. Very recently, Balsalobre et al. (2017)
applied GBS for sugarcane linkage map construction
and QTL analysis [20], which further advanced
application of NGS enabled technologies for sugar-
cane sequence variation calling.
Saccharum complex is a set of interbreeding species

including sugarcane’s close relatives (Mukherjee 1957),
considered as the primary gene pool leading to modern
sugarcane cultivar development. It’s critically important
to mine sequence variations, assesse sequence diver-
gence, and identify the sequence variants controlling
critical agronomic traits in Saccharum complex, which
will help research community better utilize the genetic
resources. Moreover, with the development of NGS, it is
essential to explore and evaluate different high through-
put genotyping methods at this NGS enabled genomics
era for future choosing suitable method specifically for a
large scale application. The objectives of this research
were 1) to establish the pipelines for GBS data analysis
in representative and diverse Saccharum complex
accessions 2) to call the sequencing variations in the
Saccharum complex; and 3) to investigate the
sequence features and genetic relationships of the 14
accessions by using genome-wide SNPs. Our results
demonstrated that GBS is an effective way to discover
genomic sequence variations in highly polyploid and
heterozygous species, which will facilitate further gen-
etic and genomic studies for polyploid sugarcane
improvement.
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Results
Sequencing, mapping, and reads coverage estimation
In total, 103.6 million 100-bp single end reads were gen-
erated from GBS of the 14 accessions. After filtering,
78.3 million reads (74%) remained as high quality clean
reads with one of the barcodes and the PstI cutting site.
To evaluate the efficiency of two widely used aligners,
Bowtie 2 and BWA-backtrack, we aligned 13 million
clean reads from Saccharum hybrid CP88–1762 to
sorghum genome 3.0 by using Bowtie 2 and BWA-
backtrack, respectively. The percentages of uniquely
mapped reads were 33.3% for Bowtie 2 and 13.8% for
BWA-backtrack. Bowtie 2 generated much more
uniquely mapped reads and was more suitable as the
aligner for downstream analyses for sugarcane (see
Discussion). Uniquely mapped reads for each accession
ranged from 1.2 to 4.3 million, and the percentages
of the uniquely mapped reads ranged from 30.0% to
35.8% (Table 1). Among the uniquely mapped reads,
most of them (83.3% on average) were mapped to
sorghum genic regions, and localized on two distant
chromosome arms (Fig. 1). The number of mapped
reads decreased as the mapping location got close to
the centromere region.
To evaluate the sequence depth of the GBS data, in

silico PstI digestion of the sorghum genome 3.0 [21] was
conducted. A total of 200,771 cut sites were present in
the sorghum genome. Among 200,781 completely
digested fragments, 32,340 had a size in a range of

51–500 bp, which presumably should be the majority
of targeted fragments enriched during the GBS procedure
[2, 22]. The 32,340 in silico PstI digested fragments were
evenly distributed in sorghum chromosomes except in the
region of centromeres according to the sorghum genome
(Fig. 1). Among the 32,340 digested fragments, 14,267
(44.1%) were located in the gene model sequences. Since
only the genic regions between sugarcane and sorghum
shared high similarity, the uniquely aligned reads in
genic regions of each accession according to the
sorghum genome was used to estimate the GBS read
depth. The estimated depth per allele dose ranged
from 2.9 to 10.8 (Table 1).

Sequence variants calling
With a minimum depth setting of 35 reads at each SNP
locus per sample, 57,952, 23,601, 23,258, 45,982, and
16,652 SNPs were called by using reference based
callers, Tassel, Stacks, Samtools, GATK, and Freebayes,
respectively (Fig. 2a). Among these called SNPs, 82.2,
81.9, 85.2, 84.4 and 91.2% were in genic regions for
Tassel, Stacks, Samtools, GATK and Freebayes, respect-
ively. In total, 76,251 non-redundant SNPs were called
and 6383 of them were SNPs concordantly called by all
the five callers. The percentage of concordantly SNPs
ranged from 11% in Tassel to 38% in Freebayes (Fig. 2b),
reflecting the different stringency among the five SNP
callers. In addition, 34,353 and 109,043 SNPs were called
by the non-reference based callers, universal network

Table 1 Species, ploidy levels, clean reads, uniquely mapped reads, uniquely mapped reads in genic regions and estimated depth
per allele of the 14 accessions

Clone name Species Ploidy level Reads in million Estimated number
of reads per
allele dose

Clean reads Uniquely mapped
reads (% of clean reads)

Uniquely mapped
reads in genic regions
(% of uniquely mapped)

IND81–14 S. spontaneous 6x 4.5 1.4 (33.1) 1.2 (85.7) 7.0

US57–060 E. rufipilu 6x 3.9 1.3 (33.3) 1.0 (76.9) 5.8

US61–037 Unknown 6x 3.6 1.2 (33.3) 1.0 (83.3) 5.8

Kalimpon E. procerum 6x 4.0 1.2 (30.0) 1.0 (83.3) 5.8

SES196 S. spontaneum 8x 4.0 1.3 (32.5) 1.1 (84.6) 4.8

TekchaOk S. sinense 8x 4.1 1.3 (31.7) 1.1 (84.6) 4.8

NG57–054 S. robustum 8x 6.2 2.1 (33.9) 1.8 (85.7) 7.9

P-MAG-84 S. officinarum 8x 4.2 1.4 (33.3) 1.2 (85.7) 5.3

Pathri S. barberi 8x 6.0 1.9 (31.7) 1.6 (84.2) 7.0

NG96–024 S. officinarum 8x 4.2 1.4 (33.3) 1.2 (85.7) 5.3

Q050 Saccharum hybrid 12x 4.3 1.4 (35.8) 1.0 (83.3) 2.9

R570 Saccharum hybrid 12x 5.0 1.6 (32.0) 1.4 (87.5) 4.1

CP95–1039 Saccharum hybrid 12x 11.3 3.7 (32.7) 3.2 (86.4) 9.3

CP88–1762 Saccharum hybrid 12x 13.0 4.3 (33.1) 3.7 (86.0) 10.8

Average 5.6 1.8 (32.4) 1.5 (83.3) 6.2
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Fig. 1 Overview of genome-wide distribution of sorghum gene models, PstI cutting sites, uniquely mapped clean reads from 14 Saccharum complex,
and different types of sequence variants along the sorghum genome

Fig. 2 The number of variants called in the 14 sugarcane germplasm accessions. a Venn diagram showing overlapping SNPs among five genome
reference-based callers, Tassel, Stacks, Samtools, GATK, and Freebayes. b Percentage of specific SNPs and concordant SNPs of the total SNPs called
by five genome reference-based callers, Tassel, Stacks, Samtools, GATK, and Freebayes. c Venn diagram showing overlapping short insertions or
deletions (InDels) among three reference-based callers, Samtools, GATK, and Freebayes
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enabled analysis kit (UNEAK) pipeline in Tassel and
Stacks de novo, respectively. In total, 1612, 4324, and 800
InDels were called by using Samtools, GATK, and Free-
bayes, respectively, with a total of 5642 non-redundant
InDels (Fig. 2c). The percentages of InDels in genic re-
gions were 45.2%, 40.4%, and 75.6% for Samtools, GATK,
and Freebayes, respectively. For presence-absence varia-
tions (PAVs) and copy number variations (CNVs) identifi-
cation among the 14 accessions, only target regions with a
fragment size from 51 to 500 bp after in silico PstI diges-
tion of the sorghum genome were used. In total, 6380
PAVs and 826 CNVs were identified (Fig. 1), in which
83.0% and 90.3% were in genic regions, respectively.

Sequence depth evaluation for genotype calling and
validation
The sequence depth required to obtain the expected
number (e.g., 1 to 5) of reads with a probability higher
than 95% for minor alleles at SD SNPs locus was
estimated at different ploidy levels (Fig. 3a). To obtain
the same number of reads in different accessions, a much
higher sequence depth was needed for dodecaploid than

for hexaploid. For example, the minimum sequence depth
estimated would be 27 for hexaploid, 37 for octoploid, 48
for decaploid, and 56 for dodecaploid to obtain two reads
for the minor allele. Based on the results, a sequence
depth of 56 could achieve two reads for Saccharum spe-
cies with 95% probability, even for Saccharum hybrids
with up to 12 sets of chromosomes.
The total uniquely mapped reads of a hybrid accession,

CP88–1672, was 4.3 million, which had the highest aver-
age read depth per allele dose out of the 14 accessions.
Eight sub-sample read sets were generated by sampling
20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90% of the 4.3 million
reads. Uniquely mapped reads of the eight sub-sample
read sets ranged from 0.9 million (20%) to 3.9 million
(90%). SNPs were called from the eight sub-sample read
sets. The percentages of the SNPs out of the overall
SNPs (called based on all 4.3 million mapped reads)
increased as the sequence depth increased following a
linear model (Fig. 3b). Based on the established linear
model, 3.7 million (86%) uniquely mapped reads are
required to call 90% of expected number of SNPs from
the whole read set (4.3 million) and its corresponding

Fig. 3 Simulation of read depth for single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) calling. a Relationship between the expected number of reads and the
sequencing depth required for minor alleles of single dose SNPs with different ploidy levels, hexaploid (6×), octoploid (8×), decaploid (10×), and
dodecaploid (12×). b The average percentages of SNPs called with randomly sub-sampled read sets (20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90%) compared
to the whole read set. The standard deviation of 10 times subsampled results were labeled as bars at the data points
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sequencing depth was 50.4. Therefore, a sequence depth
of 56 (higher than 50.4), was set for filtering SNPs to en-
sure the presence of two reads for each minor allele at a
SD SNP locus and to call more than 90% of the expected
SNPs in dodecaploid.
In total, 16 SNPs (Table 2) were randomly chosen for

validation from the SNP set after filtering with a minimum
sequence depth of 56 per sample. Out of the 16 SNPs, 15
were verified with correct SNP types called in the eight
accessions. The percentage of true SNPs is 93.8%. One of
the 16 SNPs (SNP4 in Table 2) did not get verified. With
close examination of the non-validated SNPs, sequencing
quality was poor around the SNP locus because it was at
one end of the PCR amplicon. New primers are needed
for further validation of this SNP.

Heterozygosity, single dose SNPs, and transition/
transversion ratios
Based on 13,529 concordantly called SNPs by GATK and
Freebayes, the percentages of heterozygosity, SD SNPs,
and multiple allelic SNPs, in addition to transition/trans-
version (Ts/Tv) ratios were characterized for each of the
14 accessions (Fig. 4). The percentages of heterozygosity
ranged from 6.1% (for an Erianthus clone) to 27.1% (for
an unknown clone, most likely a hybrid between
Erianthus and Saccharum) among the 14 accessions. The
percentages of SD SNPs ranged from 38.3 to 62.3%. The
averages of the SD SNP percentage were 54.9, 51.4, and
41.6% for hexaploids, octoploids, and dodecaploids,
respectively, showing a decreasing trend as the ploidy

levels increasing. Small portions of concordantly called
SNPs were multiple allelic SNPs, ranging from 0.26 to
5.5% among the 14 accessions. Except for four sugarcane
hybrids, the percentages of SD SNPs and multiple allelic
SNPs were correlated with the percentage of heterozygos-
ity with a correlation coefficient of 0.76, and 0.80, respect-
ively. For the four sugarcane hybrids, the percentages of
heterozygosity, the percentages of SD SNPs and the
percentages of multiple allelic SNPs were quite similar to
each other (Fig. 4a), with an average of 25.8, 41.6, and
5.4% respectively. Among the 14 accessions, Ts/Tv ratios
were significantly different between 11 Saccharum ac-
cessions and the two Erianthus accessions (t-test
P < 0.05), with an average ratio of 1.66 and 1.55
respectively, reflecting sequence variance specificity of
the two genera (Fig. 4b). The average Ts/Tv ratio was
1.63 for the 14 accessions.

Sequence divergence
Genetic relationships and divergence time were investi-
gated based on 4879 genome-wide SNPs, concordantly
called by all the five reference-based methods with a
minimum sequence depth of 56 per locus per sample.
The Erianthus accessions were clustered as a distinct
group, highly divergent from other Saccharum acces-
sions (Fig. 5). The unknown accession with undeter-
mined species name (US61–037) was grouped with the
Erianthus accessions, suggesting their close relatedness.
In the Saccharum accessions, the divergence of them
from their common ancestor followed a decreasing

Table 2 Positions in the sorghum genome and primer sequence of the 16 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) chosen for PCR
amplification and subsequent Sanger sequencing validation (Chr = Chromosome)

Code SNP type Callera Chr. Forward sequence Reverse sequence

SNP1 T/A F, G, Sa, St, T 2 ACGTCAAAAGCTTCGCAGGA GGCAAAGAAAGCACTGAAGG

SNP2 C/T F, G, Sa, St, T 2 GCCTGAGATGGCACAAAAAT CACTGTTTTGCATCCTTTGC

SNP3 G/A F, G, Sa, St, T 3 CACCACCCACCAACCTAAGC TTCTTTGCAGTGACCCAGTG

SNP4 A/T T 3 GGAAGGGCAAGGACTCCTAC GAAGCCCAGGGACATTGTTA

SNP5 T/C F, G, Sa, St, T 3 GCTCGCTACAGGGCATAAAG ACCGTGGTGCTTTTAGAGCT

SNP6 T/C F, G, Sa, St, T 3 GGGAACCAAAAAGGAGGGTA GCATACCCTCAAAGGAGTTG

SNP7 C/T F, G, Sa, St, T 4 GCTCCCAAAGACCATGACAG TGTCGTGCAGAAGCCAATTA

SNP8 G/A F, G, Sa, St, T 4 GCTCCCAAAGACCATGACAG TGTCGTGCAGAAGCCAATTA

SNP9 G/A F, G, T 4 CATCCTGGTTTTCAGGGGTA TTGCGGAGGATATGCAGAGT

SNP10 A/G F, G, Sa, St, T 5 ATGAACGCTTTCCAGATGCT TCTCACCTGGTGCTCCTTCT

SNP11 C/T G, Sa, St, T 5 TCAGCCTGGTGAGTTTCCTT TGTAAACTGGGGAGGACCAG

SNP12 C/T T 5 TGCAGGTGCTTGCTGAGTAT AAGCAAGATTGTGCCCTTCA

SNP13 C/A F, G, Sa, St, T 5 TCTGGATGGGGTACTGGGTA CCCGGCTAAAGACAATACGA

SNP14 A/G F 6 CCTGTCCTTAGTGTCTGCAT CAAGCAAGCAAGTTCCCATT

SNP15 C/T F, G, Sa, St, T 6 CCTGTCCTTAGTGTCTGCAT CAAGCAAGCAAGTTCCCATT

SNP16 G/A F, G, T 6 AAAACATTGAAAGCAGATGC GCATGTGGCATGTAATGAGG
aSNPs were called by reference-based callers: F Freebayes, G GATK, Sa Samtools, St Stacks, T Tassel
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order: S. spontaneum > S. barberi > S. sinense > Sac-
charum hybrids > S. officinarum/S. robustum. Among
the 14 accessions, Erianthus diverged from other
Saccharum species in more than 10 million years ago
(MYA) (Fig. 5). Then the Saccharum species diverged
from their common ancestors at 1.65, 0.73, 0.52, 0.27,
and 0.19 MYA for S. spontaneum, S. barberi, S. sinense,
S. officinarum and S. robustum, respectively.

Discussion
Sugarcane GBS analysis resources and pipeline
Compared to traditional marker systems, GBS has drawn
a great interest for research because of its high through-
put, speed, and decreasing cost. GBS-data analysis
pipelines including Tassel-GBS and Stacks were well de-
veloped to handle raw reads to final SNP set for diploid

species. However, for polyploid species, these GBS pipe-
lines for SNPs calling will need to be optimized consid-
ering possible multiple alleles and high dosage alleles
present in polyploid species. Sugarcane is an extreme
model of polyploid species, and the application of GBS
in sugarcane encounters extra difficulty specifically in
the downstream sequence analysis. Recently, GBS has
been utilized for sugarcane genotyping [20], in which
151 F1 individuals derived from a cross between sugar-
cane cultivars were genotyped for linkage mapping and
QTL analysis. The results from Balsalobre et al.’s study
demonstrated the powerfulness of GBS for polyploid
genetic studies. In our study, we focused on sequence
variation mining across different species among the
Saccharum complex, which were selected from World
Collection of Sugarcane and Related species. We

Fig. 4 Heterozygosity, genotype, and transition/transversion (Ts/Tv) ratio at single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) loci in sugarcane. a The
percentages of heterozygosity, the percentages of multiple allelic SNPs, the percentages of single dose SNPs; b Ts/Tv ratios
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described the GBS pipelines that utilized NGS raw reads,
regarding reference-based and reference-independent
pipelines, alignment methods, and sequencing depth,
which were not fully explored in the diverse Saccharum
complex yet. In total, 76,251 SNPs, 5642 InDels, 6380
PAVs, and 826 CNVs were detected among the 14
Saccharum complex accessions. With further validation,
these sequence variations could be useful to identify alleles
contributing to important agronomic traits specifically
derived from interspecific hybridization.
A reference genome sequence for sugarcane has not

been available to the research community, even though
great international efforts have been invested. Fortu-
nately, the genome of sorghum, one of the closest
related diploid crops to sugarcane [23], has been se-
quenced, well assembled, and is publicly available [21].
The sorghum genome sequence is frequently used as a
reference for sugarcane genetic and genomic studies due
to the high collinearity between the genomes of sugar-
cane and sorghum with approximately 95% sequence
similarity in the genic regions [7, 17, 24–27]. We further
compared a compiled sugarcane ESTs database with
whole transcript sets of four grass species, including
Brachypodium distachyon [28], maize [29], rice [30], and
sorghum [21]. Sorghum shared the highest similarity
with sugarcane, in which 87.3% sorghum transcripts had
corresponding sugarcane ESTs with more than 90%
identity (Fig. 6). We also compared the sorghum genome
and assembled sugarcane transcripts as reference for our
GBS data analysis. The overall unique alignment rate
was 32.4% and 20.8% for the sorghum genome and
assembled sugarcane transcripts, respectively. Similar
results were also showed in the recently published paper
[20], in which four references were evaluated. The re-
sults showed that the sorghum genome had less aligned
sugarcane tags than methyl-filtered sugarcane genome

but outperformed RNA-seq sugarcane transcritome and
SUCEST project sequences. However, we noticed that
there were more than one million scaffords in the
methyl-filtered sugarcane genome, which may include
some sequences from homo(eo)logous regions not col-
lapsed into a mono-genomic contigs. This speculation
was supported by the significantly reduced unique align-
ment rate against the methyl-filtered sugarcane genome
compared with overall alignment rate (58.8% vs. 87.9%).
In our study, the percentages of uniquely mapped reads
obtained by the GBS ranged from 30.0 to 35.8%, which
were quite consistent among the 14 accessions. Though
the alignment rates were lower than that in species with
reference genome sequences [2, 22, 31], the sorghum
genome has been well assembled and annotated, and
SNPs called can be easily applied into comparative gen-
omic studies and be associated to the genes if located in
the genic regions. Therefore, we suggested using the
sorghum genome as the reference for reference-based
SNP calling before the sugarcane reference genomes
become public available.
Both Bowtie 2 and BWA-backtrack are suitable for

aligning short NGS reads and have been widely used for
GBS data analysis in other plant species [32–34]. Our re-
sults indicated that Bowtie 2 could generate much more
unique alignments than BWA-backtrack on short reads
(64-bp). This is consistent with previous reports that
Bowtie 2 performed better or was more sensitive in de-
tecting alignment than BWA-backtrack on short reads
[33]. The BWA-backtrack used an end-to-end alignment
model while local alignment was used in Bowtie 2. Local
alignment model might optimize the alignment scores
by trimming off extreme alignments in the reads. Since
we were analyzing sugarcane sequences without its own
reference genome, the strategy of local alignment was
more applicable than BWA-backtrack. We therefore

Fig. 5 A divergent time tree of the 14 accessions and sorghum generated by maximum likelihood method. The unit for the number at the
branch of the tree indicates divergence in million years. Abbreviation in bracket: S. r = S. robustum; S. o = S. officinarum; S. h = Saccharum hybrid;
S. b = S. barberi; S. si = S. sinense; S. sp. = S. spontaneum; E. r = E. rufipilu; E. p = Erianthus procerum, and un = unknown
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suggest using Bowtie 2 as the alignment method for
GBS data analysis of sugarcane, for which the reference
genome is not available. However, a downstream variants
calling and application of the variants called based on
the two different aligners should be compared to further
validate this. In addition, sugarcane reads generated by
different genome reduction (targeting) method or with
different length may cause different results.
A total of 76,251 non-redundant SNPs were called by

the five reference-based callers, which were less than the
SNPs called by Stacks de novo, a caller not relying on
reference genome sequences. This may be due to the
low alignment rate of reads to the genome of sorghum
instead of sugarcane. Out of the 78.3 million clean reads,
approximately 30% were uniquely mapped to the
sorghum genome, approximately 10% were mapped to
more than one location, and approximately 60% did not
align to the genome. Among 68,706 tags and 10,700
catalogs that were used to call SNPs for the UNEAK and
Stacks de novo respectively, only 24.9% of the tags and
25.9% of the catalogs could be uniquely aligned to sor-
ghum genome. This also supported that only a small
portion of reads was used to call SNPs in reference-
based pipelines. Although the sorghum genome was the
best reference for our representative sugarcane germ-
plasm accessions, more than half of the good reads were
not used in the reference-based analysis, leading to a
large number of sequence variants not identified.
Regarding sequence variation detection, the sorghum
reference-based methods focused on the conserved
regions between sugarcane and sorghum, while the de
novo methods extended to sugarcane specific regions.
However, we still recommend to use reference-based
methods for sugarcane GBS data analysis for three
reasons: 1) sequence variants called by reference-based

methods could be cross-validated (Fig. 2a), which can in-
crease the accuracy of SNPs called [35]; 2) variants
called by reference-based methods can be used for fur-
ther downstream annotation if the reference genome is
fully annotated; and 3) variants called by reference-based
methods can distinguish duplicated genes or paralogues,
especially in sugarcane with up to 12 sets of chromo-
somes. Therefore, for non-model species like sugarcane,
a set of reliable SNPs should be more important than a
set of larger number of SNPs with unknown quality.
Nevertheless, if the SNPs called by the non-reference-
based methods could be further validated, they can be
used to enrich the variants database.
Sequencing depth is an important filter to be set for

removing low quality sequence variants, specifically in
polyploid species, where high coverage is usually hard to
achieve. At a locus with shallow sequence depth, it is easy
for SD SNPs of heterozygous genotype to be called as
homozygous genotype. For example, an SNP locus with
genotype “AAAAAAAAAAAC” can be easily called as
homozygous locus with genotype “AAAAAAAAAAAA”,
due to randomly sampling of this locus with a low
sequence depth. However, SD SNPs are very important as
they have a simple inheritance pattern in polyploid species
and have been extensively used for linkage analysis. There-
fore, we estimated the sequence depth required for the
expected number of reads for minor alleles in SD markers
to be called, and evaluated the SNPs called at different
sequence depths (Fig. 3). Based on the results, we used the
sequence depth of 56 reads per sample to select high
quality SNPs for downstream analysis. At this depth, we
could obtain two reads for minor alleles at SD SNP loci
and could have more than 90% of potential SNPs called
even for a dodecaploid species. Since we assumed no se-
quencing error in the clean reads and considered the 4.3

Fig. 6 Sequence similarity of sugarcane expressed sequence tags in comparison with transcript sequences of other grass species including
Brachypodium distachyon, maize, rice, Setaria viridis and sorghum
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million uniquely mapped reads as a whole read set to call
all potential SNPs, we might have underestimated the
sequence depth needed. The results of validation of SNPs
called and phylogenetic analysis by using the SNPs filtered
at this depth were quite consistent with previous
researches [36, 37], supporting that this depth should be a
good starting point to filter SNPs for diversity species with
ploidy levels ranging from 4X to 12X.

Comparison of GBS and HCS
There are several genome complexity reduction methods
for NGS-based sequence variance discovery. To evaluate
the efficiency of GBS, we compared the variants called
by GBS with one of the target enrichment methods,
HCS. The GBS and HCS were widely applied to
efficiently discover genome-wide sequence variants
after sequencing the reduced genomes in various
species [2, 10–17, 38].
The HCS was used to identify sequence variations

among 12 of the 14 accessions (Except for CP95–1039
and CP88–1762) [19]. For HCS, 55,946120-mer probes
were designed according to the sorghum genome and
the sugarcane unigene sets to capture corresponding
genomic regions of sugarcane for NGS sequencing. The
sequence reads, alignment, coverage and SNPs called by
these two methods were compared with comparable
settings (Table 3). There were 54 million clean reads
(64-bp) generated by the GBS with 96-plex one-lane
sequencing and 411.7 million clean reads (89-bp in
average) for the HCS with 12-plex one-lane sequencing.
The percentages of uniquely mapped reads to sorghum
genome of GBS and HCS data were 32.2% and 73.8%, re-
spectively. The low alignment rate of the reads generated
by GBS indicated that a large amount (more than half )
of the reads from GBS generated from non-coding
regions of sugarcane since the coding regions between
sugarcane and sorghum genomes were highly similar
(95.2% sequence identity) [27]. The GBS and HCS

sequence read coverage of the sorghum genome was
4.1 Mb and 115.8 Mb, accounting for 0.6% and 17.6% of
the genome, respectively, supporting that both methods
worked for non-model species with complex genomes in
reducing the genome. The relative small target region of
the GBS reads is due by the size selection of 51–500 bp
fragments cut by a rare cutter, PstI for sequencing, while
the large amount of target regions of HCS reads is re-
lated to the number and coverage of probes designed
(approximately 56 thousands of 120-mer oligos) to cap-
ture the fragments with homology to probe sequences.
Thus, the sequence coverage of HCS is highly flexible
and controllable depending on the number of probes
and target region size of interests, while the sequence
coverage of GBS relying on the enzyme used is mostly
fixed with minimum adjustment. The average sequence
depth per sample was comparable (22.5 vs. 19.0) be-
tween the two approaches used in the study, which
mainly relied on sequence request instead of methods
per se.
SNPs called and filtered using the same pipeline

(Samtools) from GBS and HCS were 20,691 and 884,287
SNPs respectively, and 1478 were concordantly SNPs
between the two methods. The SNP densities from the
GBS and HCS were 5047 and 7636 SNPs per Mb over
the sequence covered sorghum genome. The slight
difference of SNP density in GBS and HCS may be
caused by their different sequence coverage. The
genome-wide distribution of SNPs showed a similar
pattern that was highly enriched at gene-rich regions
according to the sorghum genome (Fig. 7), with 84.8 and
90.5% in genic regions for the GBS approach and the
HCS approach, respectively (Table 3). Most of the SNPs
were in genic regions from the HCS method because the
majority of probes were designed from genic region to the
target gene sequences [19]. For GBS, the portion of SNPs
located in genic region is also very high (84.8%). This may
occur because the reads generated from inter-genic

Table 3 Characters and efficiency comparison between the genotyping by sequencing (GBS) and the hybridization capture
sequencing (HCS) for next generation sequencing enabled high throughput sugarcane genotyping (M: million)

GBS HCS

Clean reads (M)/uniquely mapped reads (M) (%) 54.0/17.4 (32.2%) 411.7/304.0 (73.8%)

Uniquely mapped reads in genic regions (M) (%) 14.5 (83.3%) 277.4 (67.4%)

Uniquely mapped reads in inter-genic regions (M) (%) 2.9 (16.7%) 143.4 (32.6%)

Coverage for sorghum genome (Mb) (%) 4.1 (0.6%) 115.8 (17.6%)

Coverage for genic regions (Mb) (%) 3.0 (73.2%) 70.5 (58.4%)

Coverage for inter-genic regions (M) (%) 1.1(26.8%) 45.3 (39.1%)

Total SNPs/density of coverage (per Mb) 20,691/5046.6 884,287/7636.2

SNPs in genic regions (%) /intergenic regions (%) 17,550 (84.8%)/3141 (15.2%) 799,950 (90.5%)/84,337 (9.5%)

Cost per sample/cost per thousand SNPs $388/$0.4 $70/$3.4
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regions may not align well to the sorghum genome. More
than 60% of the good GBS reads in this study did not align
to the sorghum genome, a high portion of which may come
from the inter-genic regions. Thus, to fully utilize the data
generated by GBS, secondary non-reference-based SNP
calling procedures are necessary or a better reference gen-
ome is needed. In our study, the non-reference-based
methods, UNEAK and Stacks de novo, were used for SNP
calling to fully identify the potential SNPs exist.
In terms of cost of per sample, HCS is higher than GBS

($388 vs. $70). However, in terms of cost of per thousand
of SNPs generated from the same reference-based caller,
the price is lower for HCS with $0.4 compared to $3.4 for
GBS. It should be noticed that additional large number of
SNPs can be called from GBS data using non-reference
based callers, which can significantly complement the
number of SNPs generated by GBS method. Generally,
GBS could be good to discover SNPs for linkage analysis
and QTL mapping, which do not rely on reference gen-
ome sequences and do not require high density of markers
because of normally high linkage disequilibrium in the bi-

parental cross populations for mapping. The HCS requires
prior availability of a reference genome or enriched EST
database of the species for specific probe design. Reads
generated by HCS are mostly from genic region. HCS with
a large number of probes is suitable for high-density
marker development. The small overlapping (2.6%) of the
sequence covered regions between GBS and HCS indi-
cated that the two methods could compensate each other
in order to increase the marker coverage on the genome.

Heterozygosity, single dose SNPs, and transition/
transversion ratios in polyploid species
In polyploid species, multiple alleles and different
dosages exist. In the 14 accessions, SD SNPs ranged
from 38.3 to 62.3% and were the most abundant SNPs
compared to duplex, triplex, and other multiple dosage
SNPs. The percentage of SD SNPs decreased with the
increasing ploidy levels, which is consistent with Garcia’s
report [39], and could be due to the high heterozygosity
in highly polyploid hybrids. SD markers are the most im-
portant and efficiently used markers in polyploid species

Fig. 7 Genome-wide distribution of genes, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) called by the hybridization capture sequencing (HCS) and the
genoytyping by sequencing (GBS) according to sorghum genome 3.0
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[40]. Utilizing SD SNPs in polyploid species is prevalent
and critical in the linkage analysis and QTL mapping
because of their simple inheritance and easy detection.
The large number of SD SNPs identified in this study
will be highly applicable for sugarcane linkage and QTL
analyses.
For reliable SNP calling, specifically for SD SNP

identification, we suggest to filter the SNP at a depth of
56, a depth that could obtain two reads for the SD minor
alleles and could call 90% of potential SNPs (Fig. 3).
However, with the suggested depth for SNP filtering, the
chance to call a genotype with SD SNPs as a ‘homozy-
gous genotype’ would be higher in dodecaploids than in
hexaploids, since the required read depth to ensure
reliable SD SNP calling depends on the ploidy level. In
order to evaluate whether there was such bias in our
observation, we analyzed the percentage of SD SNPs in
dodecaploids by filtering SNPs using a higher depth of
110 as a cutoff per sample. The percentage of single dose
SNPs was not reduced significantly (42.1% vs. 41.6%),
suggesting that the reduced proportion of SD SNPs in
dodecaploids may be due to the high ploidy level instead
of the sequence depth. We also observed that the
percentages of multiple allelic SNPs and high dosage
SNPs in dodecaploids were higher than in hexaploids
and octoploids (Fig. 4a), which supported our hypoth-
esis. Assuming equal mutation rate, it is easy to deduce
that the chance for SD SNPs changed to other dosages is
higher in individuals with high polyploid level than with
low ploidy level.
When mutation occurs randomly, the theoretical Ts/

Tv ratio should be 1:2 with no bias towards transition or
transversion substitution. A Ts/Tv ratio greater than 1:2
indicates that transition mutation is favored over trans-
version during evolution, which was observed in many
plant species. For example, the Ts/Tv ratio was 2.5 in
maize [41], 1.45 in Setaria viridis [42], 1.82 in Populus
tremula [43], 2.4 in Arabidopsis thaliana [44], 1.65 in
eggplant [45], 1.8 in flax [46], and 1.52 in Brassica napus
L [47], with a big variation between different species. In
our study, the estimated average Ts/Tv ratios was 1.63 in
the 14 accessions based on genome-wide SNPs with a
range of 1.55 in the Erianthus genus to 1.66 in the
Saccharum genus. The different Ts/Tv ratios of these
two genera reflect their different evolutionary force and
status, which might have been influenced by different
environmental conditions.

Divergence of difference species in the Saccharum Complex
Based on the phytogeographical data, morphological simi-
larity, cytology, and breeding behavior, Mukherjee (1957)
proposed that the Saccharum complex should include
four genera: Saccharum, Erianthus, Sclerostachya, and
Narenga [48]. Daniels et al. (1975) added Miscanthus into

the Saccharum complex later on [48–50]. With the avail-
ability of molecular data, origins and genetic relationships
of these genera in the Saccharum complex can be further
characterized. Our results demonstrated that the
Erianthus species were distantly related to the Saccharum
species, which is consistent with previous reports [37].
The genera Erianthus and Saccharum diverged more than
10 MYA, while the divergence time among the Saccharum
species ranged from 0.19 to 1.65 MYA. The genetic dis-
tance between the Saccharum genus and the Erianthus
genus is even larger than that between the Saccharum
genus and sorghum. S. barberi, S. sinense, and Saccharum
hybrids were placed between S. spontaneum and S. offici-
narum, supporting their origin from interspecific
hybridization between S. spontaneum and S. officinarum
[37, 51, 52]. S. robustum clustered with S. officinarum,
supporting S. robustum as the immediate ancestor of S.
officinarum [36, 37].

Conclusion
The GBS pipelines including the reference sequences,
alignment methods, sequence variant callers, and se-
quence depth were recommended and discussed for the
Saccharum complex and other related species. A large
number of sequence variations were discovered in the
Saccharum complex, including SNPs, InDels, PAVs, and
CNVs, which can be further validated and utilized to
identify alleles contributing to important agronomic
traits. Genome-wide SNPs were further used to study
sequence features of polyploid species and divergence of
the Saccharum complex. The results demonstrated that
GBS can be an effective approach to discover genomic
sequence variations in highly polyploid and heterozygous
species.

Methods
Plant materials
Fourteen representative germplasm accessions in
Saccharum complex (Table 1) were selected to study
sequence variations in the high ploidy sugarcane. Twelve
of the 14 accessions were selected from the World Col-
lection of Sugarcane and Related Grass after genotypic
and phenotypic evaluation [53], and the other two were
S. hybrids, used as parental lines of a segregating map-
ping population. Specifically, the 14 selected accessions
included two accessions of S. officinarum (P-MAG-84,
NG96–024), two accessions of S. spontaneum (SES196,
IND81–14), one accession of S. barberi (Pathri), one
accession of S. robustum (NG57–054), one accession of
S. sinense (TekchaOk), one accession of Erianthus
procerum (Kalimpon), one accession of E. rufipilu
(US57–060), one accession in the core collection with
species name undetermined (US61–037), and four acces-
sions of Saccharum hybrids (Q050, R570, CP95–1039,
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CP88–1762), in which CP95–1039 and CP88–1762 are
the parental lines of a mapping population for another
study.

DNA isolation and sequencing
Total genomic DNA was isolated from leaf samples
using the CTAB method with minor modifications [27].
DNA concentration was measured using a Quant-iT
PicoGreen dsDNA Assay Kit. Only DNA with a good
quality and a concentration higher than 50 ng/μl was
used for GBS library preparation. The reduced represen-
tation libraries and sequencing were performed at the
Institute of Genomic Diversity, Cornell University,
following the optimized GBS protocol [2]. In brief, DNA
samples were digested with PstI, a restriction enzyme
with a rare cutting site (CTGCAG). Libraries of 96-plex
(95 DNA samples and one negative control) were
constructed using the well-optimized protocol, and then
sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform. To
increase the sequence depth, the 96-plex libraries were
sequenced twice in total.

Sequence trimming and mapping
Raw sequence reads were filtered to select reads with bar-
codes and expected remnant of the PstI cutting site
(CTGCAG). The clean reads (SRP082222) were then
trimmed to 64-bp for further sequence analysis. Clean
reads shorter than 64-bp were padded with “A” at the end
to make the length up to 64-bp. For evaluation of align-
ment efficiency, we compared two different aligners: BWA
version 0.7.12 (http://sourceforge.net/projects/bio-bwa/
files/) and Bowtie 2 version 2.2.5 (http://sourceforge.net/
projects/bowtie-bio/files/bowtie2/2.2.5/) to map clean
reads from a hybrid, CP88–1762 to sorghum genome
version 3.0 [21, 33, 34]. Bowtie 2 was used with default
–local mode. BWA-backtrack was run with default
settings. Uniquely mapped reads were extracted from
SAM files following the methods described by Clevenger
et al. [54].

Sequence variant calling
Different variant callers were used to identify SNPs and
InDels including reference-based callers, Tassel [32],
Stacks [55], Samtools [56], Genome Analysis ToolKit
(GATK) [57], and Freebayes [58], and non-reference-
based callers, the universal network enabled analysis kit
(UNEAK) pipeline in Tassel and Stacks de novo [55, 59].
For reference-based callers, only uniquely mapped reads
were used for sequence variation detection. In Tassel
pipeline, identical clean reads formed a GBS tag and the
tags with a minimum count of five were used for
genotyping. Stacks pipeline was run with the parameters
-m 3 -n 3. In Stacks, identical clean reads with a mini-
mum depth of three reads formed a stack and stacks

from the same locus were merged into a catalog.
Samtools pipeline was used to call variants with the
parameters -ugf. Freebayes pipeline was run with the
parameters -F 0.05–0 -q 20 –min-coverage 5 -p (ploidy
level). GATK pipeline was used with settings: -T Unified-
Genotyper -glm BOTH -ploidy (ploidy level) -mbq 20
-stand_call_conf 30 -stand_emit_conf 10. Samtools, GATK
and Freebayes were used to call SNPs and InDels. Se-
quence variants called were filtered with a minimum depth
of 35 per sample. To discover single dose (SD) SNPs, geno-
types of SNPs were first called for each accession using
GATK and Freebayes by setting ploidy levels according to
the estimation (Table 1) [19]. The SD SNPs of each acces-
sion were then identified from bi-allelic SNPs with one of
the alleles in one copy according to their genotypes called.
For the bi-allelic SNPs, the allele with less dosage in the
genotype than the other allele was defined as the minor
allele, while the other alternative allele with more dosage in
the genotype was defined as the major allele.
Only sequence regions with PstI digestion site and a

digested fragment size between 51 to 500 bp were
selected for detection of presence-absence variations
(PAVs) and copy number variations (CNVs). The PAVs
were identified following the criteria 1) no reads aligned
to at least one accession; 2) a minimum of five reads
aligned to at least one accession. To eliminate the influ-
ence of different sequence depth of each sample, the
depth of coverage was normalized using the formula:
read depth of targeting region = [109 * (no. of reads in
the region)] / [(Total mapped reads) * (length of the
region)]. Then log2 ratio of normalized reads of each
two accessions were calculated and used to assess the
CNVs. The targeting regions were considered as CNVs
with log2 ratios falling outside of the 99% range
(mean ± 3sd) of log2 ratio.

Sequence depth evaluation for genotype calling
The number of reads for alleles at a SNP locus follows a
binomial distribution [60]. Thus, for a given bi-allelic
SNP (A/B) with alleles ‘A’ and ‘B’, the probability to
obtain k reads for allele ‘A’ can be calculated using the
following formula:

P AjABð Þ ¼ 1−
Xk−1

i¼0

n
i

� �
xi 1−xð Þn−i

Where n = the total of sequencing reads, x = the fre-
quency of allele ‘A’, k = the number of reads for allele
(A), and P = the probability to obtain k reads for allele
‘A’. Based on this formula, the sequence depth was
estimated in order to obtain the expected number of reads
for minor alleles of SD SNPs with a probability higher
than 95% at different ploidy levels. For simplicity of the es-
timation, we assumed no sequencing error in the clean
reads.
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Uniquely mapped reads of accession, CP88–1762, were
used to determine the relationship of sequence depth and
percentage of SNPs called. The data set with the uniquely
mapped reads was considered as a whole sequence set that
could call all potential SNPs. Eight sub-data sets with 20,
30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90% of the whole sequence set
were randomly sub-sampled for 10 times, separately. Then
SNPs were called in these 10 times of eight sub-sampled
data sets. Compared with the whole sequence set, the per-
centages of SNPs called were calculated for each of the
eight sub-sampled data sets.

Validation of single nucleotide polymorphisms
A total of 16 SNPs called with a minimum sequence depth
of 56 per locus per sample (Table 2) were randomly
selected for validation. Primers were designed using
BatchPrimer3 v1.0 (https://probes.pw.usda.gov/batchpri-
mer/) from sorghum genome harboring the SNPs. Only
the primers with one alignment to the sorghum genome
3.0 [21] and alignment to sugarcane contigs [19] with less
than two mismatches were picked. Out of the 14 acces-
sions, eight were used for validation, including SES196,
NG57–054, TekchaOk, Pathri, NG96–024, R570, CP88–
1762, and CP95–1039. PCR products generated from the
eight samples were directly sequenced by Sanger sequen-
cing platform at the Interdisciplinary Center for Biotech-
nology Research (ICBR) at the University of Florida.

Sequence variation features
Concordantly called SNPs by using GATK and Freebayes
with a minimum depth of 56 were used to calculate the
percentages of heterozygosity, SD SNPs, multiple allelic
SNPs, and transition/transversion (Ts/Tv) ratios for each
of the 14 accessions respectively. The Ts/Tv ratio was
determined by SnpEff (v4.1) [61]. The percentages of
heterozygosity, the percentage of SD SNPs and the
percentage of multiple allelic SNPs were calculated
following the formulas below,

Heterozygosity %ð Þ ¼ ðnumber of heterozygous loci

=total number of lociÞ�100

SD SNPs %ð Þ ¼ ðnumber of SD SNPs

=the total number of SNPsÞ�100

Multiple allelic SNPs %ð Þ
¼ ðnumber of multiple allelic SNPs

=the total number of SNPsÞ�100

Divergence analysis
Concordantly called SNPs by five reference-based callers
with a minimum depth of 56 were used for phylogenetic

analysis of the 14 accessions. A divergence time tree for
the 14 accessions and sorghum was constructed using the
molecular evolutionary genetic analysis software version
6.0 (MEGA 6.0) [62, 63]. First, the best substitution model
was chosen using the feature ‘Find Best DNA/Protein
Models (ML)’ of MEGA 6. Then maximum likelihood
method and the best model “T92” were applied to con-
struct a phylogenetic tree with 1000 bootstrap replicates.
Finally, the obtained tree was used as a starting tree for
the time tree construction using ‘RealTime-ML’ feature in
MEGA 6. The divergence time of sorghum and R570 was
used as a calibration for this analysis [27].
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